Paranormal Help

When is the best time to go ghost hunting?
The witching hours is the best time to go on a ghost hunt. But many people incorrectly think the witching hour is at midnight, or the hour before or after midnight, but it's not. The whole day is divided into 24 planetary hours, but they are usually not 60 minutes long. The night is then divided into 12 planetary hours, which start at the time of dusk and it ends at dawn, divide that by 12. The Old Farmer's Almanac 2010 will give you the sunset and sunrise times of any given day. 
Some researchers feel that the hour ruled by Saturn is considered to be good for spirituality of any kind. And the hour ruled by Mercury is considered to be good for communications including divination. Other ghost hunters favor the the hour ruled by the Moon, which they feel relates to psychic gifts. Since these three hours are chronological, giving three hours in a row for ghost hunting. 

Where do I get the free planetary hours astrology program?
ChronosXP is a cool free planetary hours astrology program, that you download onto your computer, which will calculate this for you. 
Moon Phases And How It Effects The Paranormal
Over the centuries people have associated the full moon with the paranormal and supernatural. And it would seem that the full moon phase can be a very favorable time to ghost hunt. 

The new moon phase is another time people associate with ghost hunting. During a new moon, the moon rises at the same time as the sun. Because of the suns bright rays you can't see the moon, making it really dark for ghost hunting. 

But the best time to experiencing paranormal phenomena is two to three days before or after the full moon and new moon. Which would be a waxing crescent phase, the waxing gibbous phase, the waning gibbous phase, and the waning crescent phase.
How our Sun affects the paranormal
It is widely believed by the ghost hunting community that times of increased solar activity are ideal for ghost hunting. Spirits seem to feed off electrical sources such as electrical appliances and batteries. They often produce or disturb electro magnetic energy, investigators feel that spirits need to draw energy from the surrounding area in order to manifest. In a sense it is their fuel or food. It seems that heightened paranormal activity can increase during a geomagnetic storm or solar flare (X, M or Mega class). Because the Sun's storms or flares sends charged radioactive particles into the Earth's atmosphere, this creates a magnetic shift and alters the geomagnetic fields, thus puts extra energy into the atmosphere. On these days when the air is saturated with charged ions from this excess energy, ghosts have what they need as fuel to manifest and even interact with the living. 





